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Facebook
forced to
amend privacy
practices
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Debate rages over
anonymous blogs
CHRISTOPHER GULY OTTAWA

On the heels of a recent New York
state court decision that ordered Google
Inc. to reveal the identity of an anonymous blogger in a defamation suit, a
Winnipeg business lawyer has asked the
California-based online search engine
giant to do the same and out a blogger on
behalf of an Ottawa-area resident.
Brian Bowman, a partner with Pitblado LLP in Winnipeg who specializes in privacy, access to information,
online reputation management, intellectual property and technology matters, says that his client was defamed
on a site appearing on Google-operated blogspot.com (also known as
Blogger.com).
Zeromeanszero.blogspot.com,
which takes its name from Ottawa
Mayor Larry O’Brien’s 2006 election

pledge not to raise municipal taxes,
directs most of its city hall-related vitriol at him. But it also takes shots at
others, including Bowman’s client,
who, he says, has been “significantly
damaged by the content posted about
him or her.”
For now, the client’s identity remains
a mystery (it’s not the mayor, Bowman
emphasizes), as in the case of the one or
more anonymous people (posting as
“Jane and John Smith”) behind the
Zeromeanszero blog.
Bowman has not begun any formal
court proceedings. But he has initiated
discussions with Google in an attempt
to have “certain content” removed and
to reveal the identity of the blogger or
bloggers. That could lead to a classaction suit involving others who feel
they’ve been defamed by the blog.
Bowman says the U.S. decision in
Cohen v. Google (Blogger) bolsters his

client’s position by directly addressing
the increasing trend of anonymous
people posting defamatory remarks
about others.
In mid-August, the New York State
Supreme Court granted a petition for
pre-action discovery by 37-year-old
Canadian-born model Liskula Cohen to
order Google and/or its subsidiary,
Blogger.com, to identify the person or
persons who, a year earlier, posted five
different weblogs, entitled “Skanks of
NYC,” which are no longer online.
Cohen argued the blog contained
defamatory statements, including
“skank” and “ho,” that concerned her
appearance, hygiene and sexual conduct, impugned her chastity and were
“malicious and untrue.”
Justice Joan Madden agreed.
Those words “carry a negative
implication of sexual promiscuity, and
See Blogger Page 12
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Target of toxic posts wants Google to reveal blogger’s identity

The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) has
strong-armed Facebook — the
world’s most popular social networking site with over 200 million
users — into changing its worldwide policies and practices.
On July 16, the OPC released
the results of its investigation of
Facebook’s privacy practices. It
found that while many of Facebook’s practices were compliant
with the federal Personal Information Protection and Electronic
Documents Act, on eight subjects it
was not. By the time the OPC’s
findings were issued, four of these
subjects had already been
addressed by Facebook to the
OPC’s satisfaction. However, the
OPC remained unsatisfied in
another four respects and gave
Facebook 30 days to achieve compliance or risk facing litigation in
the Federal Court of Canada.
On Aug. 27, after further discussions with Facebook, the OPC
announced that it was satisf ied
that Facebook was on the right
path to addressing the OPC’s
remaining concerns.
Facebook has agreed to make
the following changes, all accepted
by the OPC:
1. Third-party applications:
Approximately one million third
parties develop applications for
Facebook. To add an application
(for example, a game), users must
consent to giving the developer
access to their personal information and that of their friends.
Facebook did not monitor the
developers’ use or retention of the
personal information. This concerned the OPC. In response, Facebook stated that it will retrofit its
See Facebook Page 11
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How to manage software assets
As software vendors become
increasingly protective of their
intellectual property, claims of unlicensed use of software are
becoming more common. Making
sure that the culture, policies and
practices of a business do not support the unlicensed use of any software minimizes the impact of any
such claim.
Businesses should take the
following very basic steps in
order to create a culture that does
not support the unlicensed use of
any software.
Assign responsibility: Identify
the representatives of the business
who will be primarily responsible
for preventing the unlicensed use of
software. Typically, these are the
representatives of the business who
are responsible for procurement
and information technology, and
the business’s legal counsel will
support their efforts.
Control acquisition and installation: If any employee of the busi-
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ness may download software from
the Internet by clicking “I agree” or
install software by bringing the
applicable CD-ROMs or DVDs to
work, there is a significant risk that
the business will have no knowledge of the software installed on its
computers and the license terms
applicable to that software.
To limit this risk, the business
should: (i) adopt clear policies setting out who may purchase or
install software on the business’s
computers; (ii) put technical controls in place that restrict who may
install any software on the business’s computers; (iii) set out the
requirements to comply with these
policies and the rest of the busi-

ness’s policies in each employment
or contractor agreement made by
the business; and (iv) sanction any
employee or contractor who fails to
comply with those policies.
Keep purchase records: If a
business is able to produce the following documentation for each of
the software products that it uses,
it will be able to refute any claim
that it is using unlicensed software: (i) the licenses; (ii) the purchase orders; (iii) the invoices;
and (iv) the receipts. All of these
documents should be available to
the business’s representatives
charged with preventing the unlicensed use of software.
Create deployment records:
For a small business with very few
computers and simple software
needs, a record-keeping system that
is no more complicated than a
spreadsheet that is updated by
employees who are trained to do so
after any installation or de-installa-

A legal oddity in Information Technology

Grade-boosting mom deserves F in Ethics
They say mother knows best. But that certainly isn’t true of Caroline
McNeal, a high school secretary in Huntingdon, Penn., who used colleagues’
passwords to access the school’s grading program and boost her daughter’s
marks.
Although the grade software program had a security system, it depended
on the trustworthiness of authorized users. Several secretaries and guidance
counselors gave McNeal their passwords when they went on vacation or
leave, which McNeal subsequently used to get into the system and upgrade
her daughter’s academic record. She also lowered the marks of two other
girls, according to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
McNeal has been charged with tampering with public records. She definitely deserves an F in Ethics. — Natalie Fraser

See Software Page 13
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Strong intellectual property laws hinder innovation
Copyright law can help or
hinder innovation. Of course,
much depends on how one
defines innovation.
There are attempts to objectively
measure innovation and how it
impacts on competitiveness and, in
turn, to factor intellectual property
(IP) into this analysis. The prestigious World Economic Forum has
just released the latest edition of its
Global Competitiveness Report. It
ranks Canada 18th in the world in
IP protection — ahead of the U.S.,
Japan and U.K. Clearly, the IP sky
is not falling in Canada.
An important milestone in the
debate about how copyright law
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should serve innovation was the
decision by most countries in the
early and mid-1980s to treat computer programs as copyrightable
“literary works.” However, this was
and is not without controversy, for
the simple reason that a computer
program, though written in source
code that may be understood by at
least some people, is clearly not of
the same ilk as a novel, poem or

play. A computer program is, by its
nature, a functional set of instructions that causes a machine, namely
the computer, to “bring about a
specific result.”
Whether the adoption of computer programs into the copyright
regime was a good idea and has
resulted in continuing and optimal
innovation is debatable. But these
questions have not been discussed
much because so many have made
so much money for so long in this
regime. This and other examples of
increased IP protection were incorporated with little resistance into
various trade agreements, following
the initial success of the U.S. in

dealing with Canada in the mid and
late 1980s in the FTA and then
NAFTA. All of this was in the name
of innovation.
The conventional wisdom was
that antitrust law would deal, if
necessary, with any excesses on the
part of IP owners if things got out
of hand. But it hasn’t. The simplistic deference of the Reaganites
and the Chicago School to the
unregulated marketplace resulted
in a great decline in antitrust
enforcement against IP owners in
the U.S. and Canada. There is now
insufficient counterbalance to the
danger of misuse and abuse of
excessively strong IP rights in a

manner that can hinder innovation.
It may be that too much unchecked
IP protection, like the unregulated
financial system, will one day
cause a strangulation and even
implosion of innovation.
Meanwhile, at the same time
that computer software was being
adopted by copyright regimes, the
motion picture industry tried to stop
a new technology that it saw as
threatening, namely the VCR. Jack
Valenti famously testified in Congress in 1982 that “I say to you that
the VCR is to the American film
producer and the American public
as the Boston strangler is to the
See Innovation Page 13

Facebook will launch a ‘privacy wizard’ allowing users to customize their privacy sensitivity
Facebook
Continued From Page 9

application platform so that users
must expressly consent to access
by developers for each category of
personal information. A link will
explain how developers will use
the information. Users will be able
to choose whether to share their
friends’ data. Facebook will provide information explaining this
new model so that users will know
how to limit the data provided to
developers when a friend chooses
to share the users’ information.
2. Facebook advertising: Facebook is free to users and, therefore,
advertising is essential to Facebook
in generating revenue. However,
the OPC recommended that Facebook’s privacy policy should outline how users’ information is used
for targeted advertising and should

better explain the role of advertising on the site and users’ ability
to opt out of advertising practices.
Facebook agreed to amend its
policy in this regard.
3. Account deactivation and
deletion: The OPC found that the
distinction between account deactivation (Facebook retains the user’s
account information but makes it
inaccessible) and account deletion
(Facebook expunges the user’s
account information) was not clear.
Facebook agreed to provide more
detailed online explanations of the
two options. Further, it will clarify
that by choosing to deactivate,
users are requesting that Facebook
store the users’ information until
they reactivate.
4. Collection of birthdates: To
register for a Facebook account,
users must provide their name, email address, gender and birth date.

The OPC felt that Facebook did not
adequately explain the purpose of
requiring users to submit their
birthdates. Facebook agreed to
better explain the purposes for
which birthdates are collected.
5. Default privacy settings: The
OPC took particular issue with the
default privacy settings for Facebook photo albums (set to
“everyone”) and for the search function (set so that users over 18 years
old are searchable on public search
engines). In response, Facebook
plans to launch a “privacy wizard”
that will allow users to select a low,
medium or high privacy setting so
that they can customize their privacy sensitivity. It will also introduce a per-object privacy tool so
that users will be able to configure
the setting on every piece of content
that they upload or share.
6. Monitoring activity: Face-

book monitors its site for anomalous behaviours and may suspend
a user’s account on the basis of his
or her behaviour. The OPC found
that Facebook did not adequately
inform users of this practice. Facebook will amend its privacy policy
to explain its practice.
7. Accounts of deceased users:
The OPC was satisfied that Facebook’s practice of memorializing
accounts of deceased users
(keeping the deceased’s account
active for a period of time) met the
reasonable expectations of users,
but recommended that Facebook
better inform users of this practice.
8. Personal information of
non-users: Users can invite friends
to join Facebook by providing the
site with non-users’ e-mail
addresses, to which an invitation
will be sent. Facebook does not
ensure that these non-users have

consented to this use of their e-mail
address, which concerned the
OPC. In future, Facebook will
inform its users that they are obligated to obtain consent from nonusers before providing non-users’
email addresses to Facebook.
Canada’s extensive investigation into Facebook’s privacy practices is the f irst of its kind and
Facebook’s response will have an
impact on Facebook users worldwide. The f indings of the OPC
have made an important change to
how Facebook does business, particularly with respect to thirdparty applications. 
Peter Ruby is a litigation
partner with a practice focused on
the IT industry, and Victoria
Petherbridge is a student-at-law.
Both are with Goodmans LLP in
Toronto.

